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Fluorescent silver nanoclusters with a size of about 2 nm were synthesized within 90 s by

irradiating a mixture of silver precursor and polymethacrylic acid sodium salt solution

under Xe lamp. The proposed method was well optimized by a systematical investigation

of experimental parameters, such as irradiation time, initial concentration, pH of the so-

lution. The obtained nanoclusters were well dispersed in water and exhibited bright

emission upon visible light excitation. This approach can be further extended to use solar

light for the large scale synthesis. Strikingly, the emission intensity of as-prepared silver

nanoclusters could be enhanced up to w60% by the addition of 1-(20-hydroxylethyl)-3-

methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([HOEtMIm][BF4]) ionic liquid. Meanwhile, these

nanoclusters, in between molecules and normal nanoparticles, intensely absorb light

around 510 nm covering the most intense part of solar light, should be a promising visible

light sensitizer in solar cell and water splitting applications.

Copyright ª 2013, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction Among them,silvernanoclusterswith theiruniquefeatures,
Recently, metal nanoclusters composed of a few number of

atoms have become one of the most attractive species in

nanoscience [1,2]. These nanoclusters, possessing sizes near

the Fermi wavelength of the electron, exhibit molecular-like

properties which bridge the properties of isolated atoms and

nanoparticles, thus gained particular interest for both theo-

retical and practical scientists [3e6]. Distinct from their larger

forms, metal nanoclusters can emit strong fluorescent and

work as stable fluorophores [7]. Contributed by the great

improvement of the quantumyield ofmetal nanoclusters over

the last several years, this novel class of material could be a

good candidate for the replacement of existing organic dyes

and semiconductor quantum dots [8,9].
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such as good stability, high quantum yield [10], tunable emis-

sion wavelength [11], have been proved to be excellent fluo-

rophores for imaging and labeling. Up to now, Ag nanoclusters

with best emission were mainly based on DNA templated

method [6]. However, themethod leads to very limited amount

of products and relatively high cost. Some techniques such as

sonochemistry and microwave heating with commercial poly-

mer stabilizers require special instruments [12,13]. Therefore, it

is necessary to develop a facile and low-cost approach for the

preparation of Ag nanoclusters in large scale. Thus, photo-

chemical method can be expected as a wonderful selection,

especially when solar light can be used as light source.

Herein, we present an ultrafast and green method for the

facile synthesis of Ag nanoclusters using Xe lamp. As the
ublications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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spectrum of Xe lamp is quite similar to sunlight, it is widely

used as a simulative sunlight source for solar cell and water

splitting [14,15]. Thus, this method can be extended for the

synthesis of Ag nanoclusters by using solar energy. The ob-

tained Ag nanoclusters were well dispersed in water and

exhibited bright emission under visible light excitation.

Furthermore, they can be dried into powder with emissive

properties remained. Interestingly, the fluorescent intensity

of Ag nanoclusters can be greatly improved with the addition

of a kind of room temperature ionic liquid (IL), which is a class

of green solvent and widely investigated over the last decades

[16,17].

As a brand new class of nanomaterial, fluorescent metal

nanoclusters have already showed its great advantages in

analytical chemistry and bio-imaging compare to traditional

dyes and quantum dots, such as low toxicity, good quantum

yield, high stability and environment friendly [9]. At present,

dyes and quantum dots were widely employed in water split-

ting devices as well as solar cells [18,19]. However, this new

kind ofmaterial was not introduced into these fields yet. Here,

as-prepared Ag nanoclusters with a strong absorbance around

510 nm which covers the most intense part of solar light,

should be a promising visible light sensitizer for solar cell,

pollutants degradation and water splitting applications [20].
2. Experimental

2.1. Chemicals

Polymethacrylic acid sodium salt (PMAA, Mw 4000e6000,

40 wt.% solution in water) was pursued from SigmaeAldrich.

Silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99.98%), sodium hydroxide and nitric

acid were obtained from Nanjing Chemical Co., (China). 1-(20-
hydroxylethyl)-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate

([HOEtMIm][BF4], 99.8%) was pursued from Lanzhou Green-

chem ILS, LICP. CAS. China. All reagents were used as

received. Milli-Q water (18.2 MU*cm) was used throughout all

experiments.

2.2. Preparation of highly fluorescent Ag nanoclusters

In a typical synthesis, 200 mL of PMAA-Na solution (40%) were

added to freshly prepared 4 mL aqueous solution containing

0.35 mmol AgNO3. The mixture was stirred vigorously to ac-

quire a transparent homogenous solution in a 10 mL beaker.

The pH of the solution was adjusted to a desired value with

2 M nitric acid or 1 M NaOH solution. The solution was treated

by irradiation under a 500 W Xe lamp for 90 s under stirring.

As-prepared Ag nanoclusters were incubated in the dark for

24 h before characterization to get completely equilibrium.

2.3. Instrument and apparatus

UVevis absorption spectra were obtained using a UV-3600

spectrophotometer (Shimadzu). Fluorescent measurements

were performed using a Bruker RF-5301PC fluorescent spec-

trometer. The quantum yield (QY) of fluorescent Ag nano-

clusters was measured using Rhodamine 6G as a reference

standard. To test the enhance effect of ionic liquid, 600 mL Ag
nanoclusters wasmixed with a certain amount of ionic liquid,

then UVevis and PL intensity was recorded. The spectra of Ag

nanoclusters mixed with same amount of water were recor-

ded as reference. All optical spectra were examined under

room temperature. High resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM) imageswere taken using a JEM-2100with

an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The refractive index of the

ionic liquid and the mixture was measured with an Abbe

refractometer.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization and possible mechanism

Distinct from other Ag species, Ag nanoclusters exhibited

strong photoluminescence (PL) emission upon excitations

[21]. The suspension of as-prepared Ag nanoclusters was in

red color, and emitted an intense orange fluorescence under

UV light as shown in Fig. 1A, which indicates the formation of

Ag nanoclusters. These Ag nanoclusters were highly

dispersed in aqueous solution and can be precipitated out by

ethanol and dried into powder. Noteworthy, Ag nanoclusters

remained fluorescent in the PMMA matrix even after they

were dried into powder (Fig. 1A, bottom) which reveals the

superiority of PMMAas a stabilizer for silver nanoclusters. The

fluorescence excitation and emission spectra of Ag nano-

clusters were recorded and shown in Fig. 1B. Strong fluores-

cence emission was observed at 590 nm with a major

excitation peak around 510 nm. The fluorescent quantum

yield were w5% calculated by Rhodamine 6G in absolute

ethanol as a reference. The size distribution wasmeasured on

high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM).

The typical HRTEM image in Fig. 1C reveals that these nano-

dots are about 2 nm in size, uniform and well dispersed. Well-

defined crystal lattice in the inset of TEM image indicates a

good crystallinity of the sample. These results indicated that

this photochemical-based synthetic approach was efficient

and facile to prepare high quality fluorescent silver nano-

clusters. Furthermore, this approach can be extended for large

scaled synthesis by using sunlight instead of Xe lamp. A red

solution was obtained after a few days irradiation of 0.5 L

stock solution under sunlight, and the solution showed

almost the same emissive property after 24 h equilibrium in

the dark. It is interesting to mention that the absorption of Ag

nanoclusters around 510 nm just covers themost intense part

of solar light, thus the nanoclusters could be a promising

visible light sensitizer for photocatalytic applications [22,23].

Meanwhile, the carboxyl groups in the polymer molecular

could provide easy bonding towards metal element contained

photo catalyst such as TiO2 [24,25], which makes the loading

of sensitizer more convenient.

Comparing the absorption and excitation spectrum in

Fig. 1B, it is observed that not all the absorbance will result in

photon emission. The absorbance around 510 nm may be due

to the energy gap formed by the 5s and 4d bands of silver

atoms which can lead to the fluorescent emission [7]. On the

other hand, the absorbance below 450 seems to be resulting

from other non-emission band transition, and exciting the

nanoclusters at these wavelengths can result in negligible or
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Fig. 1 e (A) Photographs of Ag nanoclusters solution (top) and powder (bottom) under visible light (left) and UV light (right).

(B) Normalized excitation (emission wavelength: 590 nm), emission (excitation wavelength: 510 nm) and UVevis absorption

spectra of as-prepared Ag nanoclusters. (C) HR-TEM image of Ag nanoclusters.
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none emission. This indicated the molecular-like property of

the Ag nanoclusters which is significantly different from IIeVI

quantum dots. Noteworthy, there is a small excitation peak

around 320 nm which may come from the energy transfer

from PMAA to Ag nanoclusters. PMAA has a weak but board

emission from 360 to 480 nm when excited at 320 nm which

was slightly overlapped with the edge of the main excitation

peak. As a result, the fluorescent intensity excited at 320 nm

was a little stronger than the one excited from 400 nm to

450 nm due to the energy transfer.
Fig. 2 e Fluorescence spectra of as-prepared Ag

nanoclusters with different excitation wavelengths.
Ag nanoclusters can emit fluorescence by a wide range of

excitations. As shown in Fig. 2, themaximum emission occurs

at an excitation wavelength of 510 nm, and interestingly, the

emission peak is shifted to longer wavelength with the in-

crease of the excitation wavelength. The shift of the emission

wavelength indicated that as-prepared Ag nanoclusters were

composed of populations with different numbers of silver

atoms [12,26]. And the TEM image in Fig. 1 clearly shows the

distribution of Ag nanocluster sizes. Early report also showed

the Ag nanoclusters may composed of different number of

silver atoms (such as Ag2, Ag3 and Ag5) with mass spectrum

[27].

Although the mechanism is still not well understood yet,

the reduction of Agþ to Ag0 during irradiation was believed to

be related to the highly reactive species, including HO2�, H�,
OH�, which was generated by photon irradiation of aqueous

solution [12]. Since the formation of these reactive specieswas

slow and relatively in low amount, photoreduction method

provides a mild approach for the growth of small Ag nano-

clusters. In comparison, direct reduction by chemical reduc-

tion reagents (NaBH4) led to no fluorescent [26]. Meanwhile,

the PMAA template provides an excellent platform for the

stabilization of Ag nanoclusters. The highly ionized carboxylic

acid groups can provide strong electrostatic repulsion for the

stabilization and dispersity of small silver nanoclusters.

3.2. Optimization of the synthesis

3.2.1. Effect of the irradiation time
Detailed control experiments were carried out to explore the

influence of each synthetic parameter. The evolution of pho-

toluminescence and absorption intensity of Ag nanoclusters
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Fig. 3 e Evolution of photoluminescence and absorbance

intensity of Ag nanoclusters with the increase of the

irradiation time. The PL intensity was measured at an

excitation wavelength of 510 nm and the UVevis

absorption intensity was recorded at 510 nm.
Fig. 4 e Relative fluorescence intensity of Ag nanoclusters

prepared under different amount of AgD and PMMA.

Fig. 5 e Emission spectra of Ag nanoclusters prepared

under different pH, excited at 510 nm.
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with the irradiation time is shown in Fig. 3. The initial solution

was colorless and transparent without fluorescence emission

and absorption in the detected range. Upon irradiation, the

solution turned into pink quickly with an absorption peak at

510 nm which matched with the excitation spectra. The

maximum emission intensity of 40% was observed at 20 s and

reached the maximum at 90 s. Further irradiation could lead

to the decrease of emission intensity. The drop of fluorescence

after 90s might be due to the formation of large non-

fluorescent Ag nanoparticles or self-quench (Förster reso-

nance energy transfer or nanometal surface energy transfer)

[28] in high concentration. Compared with our previous report

regarding microwave heating [13], this non-heat process is

more convenient and easy to control. The Ag nanoclusters

were formed bymicrowave heatingmethodwith relative high

emission intensity only between 70 and 80s, in order to

remain high fluorescence, the reaction must be stopped

quickly during that period time even when the temperature is

still above 100 �C. With this photochemical method, Ag

nanoclusters can remain 90% of its maximum emission from

60 to 120s. As the reaction was carried out at room tempera-

ture, stopping the reaction is much safe and convenient.

3.2.2. Effect of the initial concentration
The initial amount of Agþ was varied from 59 to 590 mmol

with fixed amount of PMAA (200 mL) and irradiation time. As

shown in Fig. 4 (blue curve in web version), at the beginning,

the luminescence intensity increases with the addition of

Ag ions, probably because more Ag nanoclusters were

formed. The maximum intensity was observed when the

initial amount of Agþ was 350 mmol. Then, the decrease of

intensity can be due to the insufficient coverage of PMAA

because more Agþ existed in solution. When the silver ions

exceeded 590 mmol, the solution became turbid and white

precipitates were formed. Apparently, the sufficient amount

of PMAA is essential for the stabilization of Agþ ions and Ag

nanoclusters. However, excess PMAA can lead to a sudden

drop of the intensity of Ag nanoclusters (Fig. 4, green curve
in web version), even if the solution was still clear and

transparent. Since Agþ ions were strongly bonded to the

COO� groups in PMAA, in high PMAA concentration, Agþ

ions may be isolated from each other inside the polymer

thus confined the formation of clusters and lead to the

decrease of fluorescent.

3.2.3. Effect of the pH
Polymethacrylic acid (PMAA) is a well-known pH-sensitive

polymer, the chain conformation is strongly dependent on

the pH value [29,30]. Above pH 5, PMAA chain has a random-

coil expanded conformation due to the repulsion of ionized

carboxylic groups [26]. Under acidic conditions (pH < 3),

PMAA chain become neutral and turn into a compact

conformation [31]. Thus, the pH was considered as a crucial

factor for the synthesis of high fluorescent nanoclusters

[12,26,27]. The PL spectra of each sample prepared under

different pH were recorded and shown in Fig. 5. Obviously,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.03.081
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the fluorescence varied greatly with different pH values.

Especially at pH 1.9, no emission was observed, indicating

that no Ag nanoclusters were formed. Probably, the pro-

tonation of the COO� groups decease the binding of PMAA

toward Agþ ions and confined the formation of nanoclusters.

Meanwhile, the high concentration of nitric acid may also

cause the oxidization of the silver species. The photo-

luminescence increases with pH value varied from 1.9 to 7.2,

and the maximum emission intensity was achieved around

neutral (pH 7.2). Further increase the pH caused a negative

impact on the fluorescence, which might be due to the for-

mation of AgOH precipitates [13]. The observed phenomenon

indicated that an expanded conformation was favored for

the growth of high fluorescent Ag nanoclusters. The highly

ionized carboxylic acid groups with this conformation can

provide strong electrostatic repulsion for the stabilization

and dispersity of small silver nanoclusters. However, this

result is contrary to the literature that using long PMAA

chains (MW 9500) as templates [12,26], which claims that

compact conformation at low pH (4.5, around the critical pH)

can provide better protection and favor the formation of

emissive Ag nanoclusters. It seems that the chain length of

PMAA makes significant difference for the formation of the

Ag nanoclusters.

3.3. Fluorescent enhancement by ionic liquid

The Ag nanoclusters were mixed with a certain amount of

[HOEtMIm][BF4], making the final concentration of IL from

0 to 33.3% (v/v) to assess the enhance effect of IL. Further

increase the concentration can lead to the dramatic
Fig. 6 e Emission (A) and absorption (B) spectra of Ag nanocluster

33.3%. (C) PL enhancement effect of IL compare with pure wate
decrease of fluorescent intensity, and the transparent so-

lution became turbid and sticky which is similar to the

phenomenon when excess Agþ ions exist in solution as

described above. As shown in Fig. 6A, with the addition of

[HOEtMIm][BF4], fluorescent intensity increased gradually

and the emission peak was slight blue shifted. Meanwhile,

the absorption intensity decreased due to the dilution effect

(Fig. 6B). No new peaks were detected in both of the spectra,

indicating no other species were formed with the addition

of IL. The decrease in absorbance and increase in emission

apparently suggested an enhance effect of IL for Ag nano-

clusters. It is important to mention that the content of

halogen in the ionic liquid is crucial for producing phe-

nomenon. As the Agþ ions exist in the solution were very

sensitive to halogen, the purity of ionic liquid should be

always ensured [32]. In order to quantify the enhancement

effect, the fluorescent of Ag nanoclusters mixed with the

same amount of water was measured and compared with

that in ionic liquid. The emission intensity was increased

up to 60% compared with water as shown in Fig. 6C. Since

the refractive index of the solvent can influence the fluo-

rescent intensity, the refractive index of the mixture sol-

vent was also texted. The solution with 30% ionic liquid had

a refractive index of 1.36, which made no big difference to

pure water (1.33). All the experimental observations

confirmed the enhance effect of ionic liquid ([HOEtMIm]

[BF4]) toward Ag nanoclusters, showing a new superiority of

this novel solvent in photochemistry. Although the mech-

anism is not clear yet, we believe that the bond of BF4
� to

silver nanoclusters can play an important role here. As

tetrafluoroborate was commonly selected as the anionic
s inmixture solvents, concentration of IL increase from 0 to

r, inset: the structural formula of [HOEtMIm][BF4].
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balancer for the silver contained skeleton [33,34], these

anions may provide a better protection of the Ag nano-

clusters against quenching in solution.
4. Summary

A rapid and green photochemical method was developed for

the synthesis of highly fluorescent water-soluble Ag nano-

clusters. Ag nanoclusters were formed within 90s by irradi-

ating precursors under a Xe lamp. The proposed method was

well optimized by a systematical investigation of experi-

mental parameters, such as irradiation time, initial con-

centration, pH of the solution. The obtained Ag nanoclusters

were well dispersed in water, and exhibited bright emission

under visible light excitation, and they could be dried into

powder with fluorescent properties remained. The method

can further extend to the use of solar light for large scale

synthesis. Strikingly, the emission intensity of as-prepared

Ag nanoclusters can be increased up to w60% in ionic

liquid. Meanwhile, these nanoclusters, in between mole-

cules and normal nanoparticles, absorb light around 510 nm

covering the most intense part of solar light, should be a

promising visible light sensitizer for solar cell and photo-

catalytic water splitting.
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